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Introduction

I am descended from Georg Sommer of Freistett, Baden, Germany, 1722-1785, who arrived in PHL 
with his wife and children as well as two of this brothers on the ship Brothers on 22 September 1752.  
In the course of tracing the American descendants of his brothers, Johannes (John) 1724-1792 and 
Martin 1729-1799, I started to realize there must have been another Sommer – most likely another 
brother – who also came to America.1  In the family group of my ancestor, there was only one other 
brother, the oldest of the family who was named Matthias.

Based on documentation in Germany, what we know of Matthias has been:
• born 6 Apr 1715 in Freistett
• married 18 Sep 1736 in Freistett to Maria Magdalena Sommer (from another branch of the 

Sommer family).  They had two children, Martin b 1737 and Maria Magdalena b 1740 before 
the mother died in 1741.

• married 3 Apr 1742 in Freistett to Anna Barbara Gramp.  They had three daughters, the last was 
born 7 November 1746.

After that, we have no other information about Matthias Sommer of Freistett.  Because it did not appear
that he was on the same ship with his brothers in 1752, my assumption was that he remained behind in 
Germany, especially because he was the oldest male, and if there had been any properties associated 
with his family, he would have been the one to inherit.

However, now that I have reason to think that Matthias Sommer of Freistett also came to America, that 
idea is supported in a baptism record from St. Michael's and Zion Lutheran church of my ancestor's 
first-born child in America:

Margeretha, of Hans George Sommer and Anna Barbara, b. 6 Aug 1753, bapt. 7 Oct 1753. Sponsors: 
Matthias Sommer, Margareta Haas(in), and Christina Sommer(in).

Right away, we run into the name Christina!  This is not a female name that I have found anywhere else
in the Freistett Sommer family, so who was she?  As noted in so many other genealogies, we know of 
this marriage at StM&Z:

Mathias Summer m. Christina Null(in) Oct 23, 1749 Witnesses: Jacob Shutt, Hans Jurg Null, Johan. 
Jurg Kurtz, Philipp Haller, John Dorett

This marriage record indicates that Matthias who married Christina came to America before October 
1749.  The St. Michael's and Zion records for Matthias and Christina continue through 1753, and after 
that we don't know what became of this couple.  Other genealogies say that Matthias became a trustee 
at St. Peter's Lutheran Church-Barren Hill near Roxborough, and then became one of the families who 
left for New Brunswick, Canada in 1766.  That Matthias apparently died in Canada shortly thereafter.

So where to go with all this story?  If Matthias Sommer of Freistett came to America, what became of 
him?  We do know there were other men of the name Matthias Sommer in the area, see my article 

1 See Researching Martin Summers of Oxford Twp, PA, Schaefer, 2016
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Differentinating Matthias Sommer's in Philadelphia, but even understanding who the various Matthias 
characters were has not helped to answer the question – what became of Matthias Sommer of Freistett? 
What follows are some clues that might help to answer the question.

Signatures

Other researchers have done some excellent work pertaining to the group of Germans who left for NB 
in 1766.  One of the documents that surfaced in that research was the Articles of Agreement, signed by 
prospective settlers in 1766.  Here is the signature of Matthias Sommer in that document:

Now, here are some signatures from church records in Freistett, nearly 30 years earlier:

Baptism of son Martin, 1737:

Baptism of daughter Maria Magdalena, 1740
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Baptism of daughter Maria Barbara, 1745

Here is my analysis of the earlier Freistett signatures compared to the 1766 PHL signature:
• First, it's clear that the person in Freistett signed his name as Mathis, and the person in 1766 

signed his name as Mathias.  Perhaps once in America, he decided to start using the “a” in his 
name.

• All other aspects of the signatures seem almost identical – the capital “M”, the “th”, the capital 
“S”, the overscore line indicating the double “m” in Sommer.  I find the capital “S” especially 
unique.  Most records I have seen of the time show a capital “S” written as in the following 
example (this handwriting is, apparently, that of the pastor in Freistett):

What I find intriguing is a comparison with the signature of my ancestor, Hans Georg Sommer:

Notice how the capital “S” is written the same way as in the signature of Mathias.  Apparently the two 
brothers learned handwriting from the same person??!!
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Now, here is the signature of the Matthias Sommer who arrived on the ship Anderson in August, 1751:2

It doesn't take long (for me) to conclude that the person who arrived in 1751 was neither the man who 
signed baptisms back in Freistett, nor was he the man who signed the Articles of Agreement in 1766.  
First, this person spelled his name with two “t”s – Matthias, while the previous signatures all show 
Mathias or Mathis, with one “t”.  Then there is that capital “S” in the surname, which to me does not 
appear even close to the same as in previous signatures.  And I would even question whether the 
surname of this person is even Sommer, given what appears to be an accent over the second letter in the
surname rather than the overscore line above the M to indicate a double letter.

So can we really draw any conclusions from these signature comparisons?  I realize there are only so 
many ways the name Matthias Sommer might have been written in the old German script, so wouldn't 
it all look essentially the same?  When I look over the list of signatures in 1766 Articles of Agreement, 
the differences in handwriting style is clear.  Some handwriting is very small, some bigger, some 
flowing, some block-y, some has a slant that might indicate left-handedness, etc. – but each signature is
in its way distinct.  The signature of 1766 Matthias Sommer is remarkably similar to that of Freistett 
Matthias Sommer, and noticeably dissimilar from the person who arrived in PHL in 1751.  From this 
comparison of the three signatures, I consider, for the moment, the similarity of signatures between 
1766-Matthias and 1745-Matthias a viable clue that they might have been the same person.

To pursue this idea further, we would need more handwriting samples.  What other documents might 
have required a signature?  Maybe the naturalization in 1765 (that was a Juror naturalization, so not 
sure)?  Maybe the trusteeship of St. Peter's-Barren Hill?  Research goes on!

Place

In reviewing the genealogies that name Matthias Sommer of New Brunswick as an ancestor, a number 
of them say that Matthias was born in Koehl, Breisgua, Germany.  As far as I can tell, this reference 
comes from a 1998 ancestral file on familysearch and has been copied over and over, but for the life of 
me, I can find NO SUCH PLACE!

2 Pennsylvania German pioneers: a publication of the original lists of arrivals in the port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 
1808 by Ralph Beaver Strassburger; edited by William John Hincke; Originally published: Norristown, Pennsylvania : 
Pennsylvania German Society, 1934; v. 2. 1727-1775 facsimiles; FHL call no. 974.811 W3s 1992 v. 2
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So I went back to the Fuzzy Gazetteer which is the thing that helped us find Freistett.  I started with 
Breisgua - which I think is simply a typo -  it should be Breisgau.  As far as I can tell, Breisgau simply 
refers to an area, rather like saying “the Rockies.”  Breisgau is an area that includes the Rhine and the 
Black Forest; and does not seem to be a political boundary or jurisdiction.

But what about Koehl?  I was going crazy with that because the number of place possibilities in 
Germany is long.  But the gazetteer came through.  The gazetteer gave me the latitude and longitude of 
Breisgau, so among all the fuzzy matches for Koehl, I looked for the same lat/long, and guess what I 
got???  KEHL.  This village is directly across from Strasbourg.  In 2014, I took the train from 
Strasbourg to Kehl where I was met by the kind archivist from Rheinau who then gave me such a 
wonderful tour of Freistett and the surrounding region.  Freistett is less than 10 miles up the road:

So, there is the second clue that would tie Matthias Sommer of New Brunswick back to Freistett.  I 
have no idea who came up with the location “ Koehl, Breisgua, Germany” - that would be interesting to
find out.  But in all this time, that place as it was originally typed has never been tied to an actual place.
Now, seemingly, it has – and to the documented home of the Sommer family of Freistett.
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My Theory

The main point of debate here has to be the time of arrival in PHL for Matthias Sommer of Freistett, if 
indeed he came to America.  Let's consider that he did.  

First, I think we can eliminate that Matthias-Freistett was the person who arrived on the ship Anderson 
in 1751.  Based on the signature comparison, I am concluding that the person who arrived on the ship 
Anderson in 1751 was not my Matthias from Freistett, and neither was he the person who went to 
Canada.  I'm not even altogether sure that 1751 person's surname was Sommer, and whoever he was, I 
no longer believe he is part of this story.

There does not seem to be any ship's list that shows a Matthias Sommer arriving before 1751, but 
clearly the man who married Christina in 1749 came from some place.  The introductory material of the
various passenger lists indicates that in many cases, passengers who were too sick to take the Oath of 
Allegiance immediately after arrival, never came back to do so later.  I can only guess that Matthias 
Sommer who arrived prior to 1749 was one of those.

So the proposed scenario of the life of Matthias Sommer of Freistett would look something like this:

• Matthias and his second wife, Anna Barbara, had their last known child in Freistett late in 1746.
Perhaps AB died after that?  I have not spent a lot of time looking for more record of her, but 
will be adding that to the research list.

• Matthias traveled to PHL from Freistett between 1747 and 1749 when he married Christina 
Null.  He would have been in his early 30s at that time.  It would be worth going through the list
of witnesses to that marriage to see if there are any obvious connections to Freistett.  On first 
glance, none of the names looks familiar to me.

• From 1750-1753, StM&Z records naming Matthias and Christina Sommer continued to appear, 
including them as witnesses to the baptism of my ancestor Georg's daughter, Margaretha.  From
1753-1766, Matthias and Christina were apparently living in Germantown and then near 
Roxborough.  It would be helpful to find other records of them during those 13 years (although 
the account of Rev. Muhlenberg is indeed helpful).

• In 1766, Matthias and Christina left for New Brunswick where Matthias died shortly thereafter. 
He would have been 51 years old.

All of which is giant conjecture, no doubt about it.  But there's reason to consider it:
• a baptism record that clearly belongs to my Freistett family where the names of Matthias and 

Christina appear as sponsors
• a 1766 signature that bears a good deal of similarity to Freistett signatures
• a reported birth place that can be tied back to the proximity of Freistett

More research is needed to prove this case, but I think the possibilities of a Freistett connection to the 
German settlers of New Brunswick do indeed exist.  It would also be interesting to see if there are any 
DNA links between Canadian and American descendants – who knows?!
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